
ART HOT]ST
CLEAN LINES AND OPEN SPACES PROVIDE THE PERFECT GALLERY-tIKE

SETTING FOR THE HOMEOWNERS' EXTENSIVE COTLECTION OF ARTWORK

.'.; :.: KIMBERLY0LS0N . BILLTIMMERMAN

INTERIOR DESIGN Arlene SemeI and Brian Snow, SemetSnow lnterior Design, lnc.

ARCHITTCTURE Adam Berkethamer, BerkeIhamer Architects

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Todd Briggs, Trueform Landscape Architecture Studio

BEDROOMS 4 BATHROOMS 5 SQUARI FEET lO,OOO
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The tiving room showcases iust a taste oI the

homeowners' extensive art cotlection, including

I::T-':1i"-T:'-:l':.11'^",'-::'."::'::]"'ISaladino sectionat is uphotstered in a Castel

viscose [inen btend white two Pierre Chareau barrel



lf s a newLy engaged couple hunted for a nest in

/ \ Avizona, one wjsh topped their list: a mountain view./\
"l grew up and lived my whole life in Chicago, so the/\

/ \ mountains were a treat for me," says the husband.

The coupie indeed found a home with magical mountain views, but the

house itself wasn't exactly what they were looking for, so they razed it

to build something new. "The design of the house started with walking

on the land to decide where the living room should go," architect Adam

Berkelhamer says. "With that, we created one big room, all in g1ass,

with the roof pitched toward the mountain to capture the view."

The house would also have to suit the dynamic couple's varied

needs-from spending a quiet evening aione, to hosting overnight

guests, to accommodating up to 200 people for charity events. "We

designed it from the inside out," the husband says. "There was a lot

of thought put into how we would live in lt. How many people did

we want to entertain? How were we going to use the outdoor space?"

To answer these questions, the couple turned to Chicago-based

designers Arlene Semei and Brian Snow to help conceive a spacious,

clean-lined floor plan that mirrored how they wanted to live. "The

intent was to use a block structure, with an open ceiling and l-beams

in the living and dining rooms, to create that wonderful space," Snow

says. "The rest of the house would be very simple and pure."
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Berkelhamer then crafted the house to meet those needs, installing

a Iong, wide corridor that forms the main circuit through the home

and acts as a gallery to showcase some of the couple's extensive

collection of art, which ranges from pre-Columbian sculpture to

work by artists such as Jean Dubuffet and BiII Traylor. "I bought

all of our Traylor drawings because they looked so whimsicai to

me," the husband says. "We're not investors in art; we just buy

things that resonate with us." Precise planning was taken to fit
certain pieces-such as a special space in the foyer designed to

hold an 8-foot-tall, 3-ton steel Louise Nevelson sculpture that

Two tables ln the dining room a[[ow for hosting

dinner parties for six, eight or 14. The square

Hugues Chevatier tabte, purchased through

Studium in New York, is palred with Mies van

der Rohe's iconic Brno chairs uphotstered in

Spinneybeck leather. French chairs from the

1 940s putt up to the round Michael Hettzer tabte
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An lndian Amritsar rug, purchased at Doris Leslie

Btau in New York. adds warmth to the tiving room.

An abstract painting by Kenneth Notand hangs

above a tibrary tabte with a parchment top and

ebonized X-base. from Lucca & Co. in New York-

The track Lighting overhead is by Erco; many hours

were spent programming the museum-quality

liqhts for optimat presentation of the art.
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While entertaining, the coup[e

often use the kitchen island,

topped with a walnut butcher
block, to set up a buffet. The

stytish barstoots, by Powelt

& Bonnetl, covered in lzit

Leather vinyl, were purchased

from Dennis Miiler Assoclates

in New York.
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was carefuliy transported to and then assembled in the house

and alcoves for sculpture that adorn the backs of two floating

fireplaces, which separate the living and dining areas from the

main gallery corridor that runs through the home.

Within the larger spaces, Snow created various furniture groupings

to lend coziness, with most furnishings brought from the couple's

Chicago home. "lt's unusual that anybody that we work with doesn't

have beautiful things that they want to reuse," Snow says. "There's

a Viennese wingback chair in the living room with a bold geometric

A Louise Nevetson wood scutpture, set into a

recessed wa[[, acts as a nice conversation starter

in the den. A Brueton cocktai[ table is ftanked by a

Donghia sofa and a pair of ctub chairs, circa I 950s.

The chairs are ctad in their originat Viennese cut

si[k-vetvet. The bright red cotton rug is from

Stephanie Odegard Cottection in New York.
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The tandscape design near the house is modern

and refined to reftect the tone of the architccture

Ptantings inctude succulenls and native specimen

trees, whtch were craned into ptace, to evoke

the sense of a home livinq in harnrony with

nature- Nearty al[ of the rooms in the house
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CREATED CNE BIG RCCM, ALI /N GIASS, WITH THE RCOF

PITCHED TCWARD THE MCUNIAIN TC CAPTURE THE VIEW.'
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One end of the home's '120-foot-long centraI
corridor, which runs perpendicutar to the

living and dining areas, leads to the guest

wing, Among the art found in this gattery-tike

space is an Alexander Calder piece, which
hangs above a whimsicat bicycte sculpture.
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print that came from the Chicago house. It was beautiful and didn't

need any changes to it. But then we also brought in some new pieces,

like the Art Deco rug by the living room firep1ace."

Because the couple entertains, the kitchen had to be up to the

task. "Behlnd the main kitchen is a second working kitchen, with

cabinetry for backup plates and glassware," Snow says. "There are

muitiple dishwashers, refrigerators and freezers, with a door leading

to an area where caterers can set up their outside kitchens or grills."

Lucky overnight guests stay in the spacious guest wing-with its

own den, morning kitchen and laundry room-which can be closed

off for privacy.

"There are doors off the kitchen that pocket fully into the wall, so the

room.;ust opens to the outside," Berkelhamer says, descrlbing just one

example of the home's strong indoor-outdoor living concept. "ln the

evenings, you can sit at the 6re pit right out in front and watch the

mountain as it glows in the sunset." The couple loves spending time

outside, and the elaborate yard, coreplete with its saltwater 1ap poo1,

gives them a venue to do just that.

Here, they are surrounded by landscape architect Todd Briggs'artful

design, which honors both the modern house and its natural desert

surroundings. "On the edges of the property, there's wildness, which is
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Above: ln the master bedroom iibrary, a 1930s

Macassar ebony French Art Deco desk is paired

with a Herman Mi[[er Eames desk chair and

another Josef Hoffmann chair by Thonet. Left:

The master bathroom features a [ong vanity
wlth cabinetry by Poggenpoht. Crosscut honed

Roman travertine from ltaLv forms the floors.

ltl\'li.:! iil\' .;\3: 2:tr

beautiful in its own right," says Briggs, who had worked on the project

while with Ten Eyck Landscape Architects. 'As the landscape creeps

into the more intimate parts of the house, it becomes more refined and

structured." Plantings include salvaged ironwood, mesquite and palo

verde trees-mainstays of the nearby Sonoran Desert. "Some of these

trees are over 100 years o1d," Briggs adds. "To bring in trees with that

craggy old character integrated the house with its surroundings."

Just as envisioned, the modern house is at once a home, entertaining

space, art gallery and guest quarters. "We love living here," the husband

says. "in the mornings, when i'm calling my of6ce in Chicago, I sit

outside, just staring at that mountain." E
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